ACROSS
1 Protection during a rain delay
5 Make out in London
9 Palindromic term of address
13 The Beehive state
14 Slew (of)
15 “Dancing with Myself” singer
16 ___ fide
17 Deck with Justice and Temperance
18 Make out in New York
19 Cider brand whose box depicts a scowling tree
22 “___ over, you’re snoring”
23 ___ de Beauvoir (author of The Second Sex)
27 “Cum on Feel the Noize” band
29 Key pressed to pause a video
31 Google Maps stat
32 One of two Michelle Tanner portrayers on Full House
34 Lawless role
36 Olive, e.g.
37 Groups of scouts
38 It’s the shallowest and coldest of a famous septet
39 Watched babies
44 Rom-com trope
45 Sip slowly
47 Lettuce with a lemony flavor
48 Popular spring break destination, familiarly
49 Site for those seeking the road less traveled
55 Group of voters
58 What a heart emoji might mean
59 BTS genre
60 Uber rival
61 Father in The Wild Thornberrys
62 These are long for an underdog
63 Half of the Subway Series
64 Aussie greeting
65 Carrot for a snowman, perhaps

DOWN
1 Second line horn
2 Like ___ of bricks
3 Called up
4 ___ Bro, nickname for Martin Shkreli, who raised the price of an anti-parasitic from US$13.50 to $750 per pill
5 Extra tire
6 Snitch
7 Texting letters that are an anagram of 33-Down
8 Play some part in decision-making
9 Vulcan telepathic connection
10 Suffix with lemon or Gator
11 Member of “The Squad”
12 Civil rights acronym
14 Gas or electric appliances
15 Mentored Luke he did
16 Puerto ___
17 Think a lot (about)
18 Reduplicative dance move that follows a whip, in a 2015 hit
19 Dada artist Max
20 Selected from widespread sources
21 Person fighting for a joust cause?
22 Person fighting for a joust cause?
23 More than a sliver
24 Think a lot (about)
25 End-of-semester hurdles
26 Hawaiian goddess of volcanoes
27 Law & Order: SVU actor
28 Draw, as visitors to a museum
29 Selecting from widespread sources
30 More than a sliver
31 Owls call
32 Draw, as visitors to a museum
33 Dance artist and songwriter
34 Selecting from widespread sources
35 Dance artist and songwriter
36 Love among the stars
37 Civil rights acronym
38 Alkaline substance used to make hominy
39 “The apparel ___ proclaims the man”:
40 Law among the stars
41 Well-loved pencils
42 “Sign of the horns emoji”
43 Ted in Stand By Me
44 Word before rock or wit
45 It’s a long story!
46 Beehive, for one
47 Fishing poles
48 “Look, perhaps I’ll collapse / in the ___ right before you all” (“Getting Married Today” lyric)
49 Civil rights acronym
50 Alkaline substance used to make hominy
51 “The apparel ___ proclaims the man”:

Solutions can be found on atlasobscura.com